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Preface 
 
Congratulations! You have taken your first step towards preparing and passing the Cisco DevNet 
Associate (DEVASC) 200-901 V1.0 Exam. 
 
Did you just purchase a copy? Interested in getting access to a complimentary DEVASC 
Exam Quiz? Register here2 and send us an email at support@fullstacknetworker.com to get 
started. 
 
This study guide is dedicated to all those souls who will never settle for less than they can be, do, 
share, and give! 
  

 
2 https://bit.ly/2Sb6Xzw 
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Introduction to Cisco DevNet Certification Track 
 
Just to recap, Cisco announced the DevNet program back in June this year at Cisco Live in San 
Diego, after tinkering around with DevNet initiative for about 5 years. Like the Network side of 
things with CCNA and CCNP tracks, DevNet program also contains Associate and Professional 
tracks with several exams depending on the certification level. 
  
Well, Cisco knows, like every other networking vendor, that networking hardware and even 
software have now become commoditized, thanks to Cloud that made owning infrastructure a 
stupid thing of the past and likewise SDN that helped us move away from black boxes with 
proprietary operating systems to mostly branded white boxes with highly programmable 
operating systems such as Arista EOS or Cumulus Linux. Now, keep in mind that Cisco didn’t 
arrive at this conclusion overnight, obviously, their profit margins were tied up into 
infrastructure and they still are, but they seem to now have embraced the subscription-based 
pricing model. 
  
Anyhow, with DevNet, Cisco is hoping to turn their products into platforms where they can 
focus on providing the APIs and let the infrastructure and application software developers do the 
integration work. Cisco now claims that they have well over 500K members enrolled in their 
DevNet initiative, obviously, a lot of them come from channel partners. What I also noticed is 
that Cisco is walking a fine line here, they are not going all out and saying network engineers 
should all become developers or that developers should consider becoming CCIEs. 
  
The most critical question is, what does it all mean for you as a Network Engineer. Regardless of 
what Cisco’s party line is, the DevNet certification program represents a tremendous opportunity 
for you to graduate out of being a networker to an Automation Engineer or a Network DevOps. 
  
If you are clueless about programming, DevOps, encoding formats such as JSON, and APIs, then 
you want to start with the Associate track. But, if you find yourself writing python code during 
downtime, or perhaps you came from a coding background like I did, then you can venture 
straight into the Professional track. Another way to figure this out is to simply read through the 
Associate exam topics, if you find a lot of unfamiliar jargon in it, then congratulations you have 
hit the jackpot. I personally think, most network engineers would want to start at the Associate 
level. 
  
Now, you can become Cisco Certified DevNet Associate or CCDA by just passing DEVASC 
200-901 exam. This exam is about APIs, Infrastructure, deployment, software development 
principles and obviously knowing your network fundamentals, i.e. knowing your protocols and 
some of the bits and bytes. 
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Cisco Certified DevNet Professional track, or path to CCDP, requires passing not just one but 
two exams. You need to pass one Core exam, i.e. DEVCOR 350-901 and one concentration 
exam. The only key difference between the two exam topics, i.e. Associate exam versus DevNet 
Core exam is the level of difficulty as knowledge domains remain the same with the exception of 
Network fundamentals. For Professional track, you are expected to know your networking 
protocols and devices. 
  
As for the concentration exam, Cisco has offered 8 exam choices and all you need to do is to 
pick one from either list. If you are familiar with the DevOps tooling ecosystem, then you can 
pick DevOps. Likewise, if you find yourself deeply interested in pursuing network automation, 
go for the Enterprise (ENAUTO) exam. 
  
Below, I have broken down the actual domains of knowledge that you need to master to get 
DevNet certified. The foundation of all is still networking, but then the meat of it is around 
programming, which is mostly Python and corresponding libraries, DevOps toolchain, becoming 
familiar with infra APIs and application deployment. If you prefer the DIY approach, you can 
create your syllabus and google every topic until you are ready. On the other hand, if you like a 
more structured approach, then feel free to check out our DevNet Associate Course. 
 

 
 
Let me summarize. 
 

• DevNet certification program offers two tracks, Associate track, the entry level, and the 
next step up, the Professional track. 

• While Cisco doesn’t explicitly say so, Network Engineers, please pay attention to DevNet 
track and network automation, if you don’t want to witness your job getting automated. 

• Associate requires passing one exam, whereas Pro track requires passing two. 
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What this Study Guide contains 
 
This guide will help you comprehensively prepare for the DEVASC exam. As you may already 
have noticed on the "Contents at a Glance" page that this guide has been formatted around the 
Cisco's official DevNet Associate 200-901 official exam topics or curriculum3. The benefit? 
Well, as you read through the various topics, you will know exactly where you're within your 
learning journey. 
 
All contents are carefully covered with core concepts, code snippets, and topic summaries to help 
you master the skills so you can confidently face the pressures of the Cisco exam as well as its 
real-world application. DevNet jargon is going to be uncharted territory for most network 
engineers, perhaps to the point, that it may be taken for typos at first glance. For this reason, I’d 
strongly suggest looking up all the terms that appear foreign to you. 

How to use this Study Guide 
 
This guide is for anyone who's studying for Cisco DevNet Associate 200-901 exam. I strongly 
suggest taking a methodical approach for exam preparation, i.e. start with a target date or when 
you would like to sit for the actual exam and then work backwards to see what kind of study plan 
would work for you. To augment this study guide, I have put together a 200 hours learning plan4 
consisting entirely of public resources, something that you can download today and follow along. 
 

DevNet Associate DEVASC 200-901 V1.0 Exam Topics 
Bodies of Knowledge 

Exam 
Weight 

Software Development and Design 15% 
Understanding and Using APIs 20% 
Cisco Platforms and Development 15% 
Application Deployment and Security 15% 
Network Fundamentals 15% 
Infrastructure Automation 20% 

 
  

 
3 https://bit.ly/36Q8O1X 

4 https://bit.ly/2Sevaoq 
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What’s available on the FullStackNetworker website 
 
FullStackNetworker.com carries the supplemental resources (sold separately) that go hand in 
hand with this study guide to further ensure your exam success. 
 

• All-in-One Course5 that covers all concepts and hands-on labs for the DEVASC Exam 
• 19+ Skill Tracks6 that cover the entire Network Automation bodies of knowledge beyond 

DevNet curriculum 
• 6x Practice Quizzes (one for each section as per the official curriculum) 
• 1x Exam Simulation (to help you prepare to face the pressure of a real Cisco exam) 
• Hands-on Labs with cloud-hosted IDE for immediate Python code execution 
• Code snippets hosted as GitHub Gists that you can clone/fork for modification 

  

 
5 https://bit.ly/2vMTkPz 

6 https://bit.ly/2RR2hzP 
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CHAPTER 1 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN 
 
This chapter covers the following exam topics from Cisco’s official 200-901 V1.07 DevNet 
Associate exam blueprint. 
 

• Compare data formats (XML, JSON, and YAML) 
• Describe parsing of common data format (XML, JSON, and YAML) to Python data 

structures 
• Describe the concepts of test-driven development 
• Compare software development methods (agile, lean, and waterfall) 
• Explain the benefits of organizing code into methods / functions, classes, and modules 
• Identify the advantages of common design patterns (MVC and Observer) 
• Explain the advantages of version control 
• Utilize common version control operations with Git 

o Clone 
o Add/remove 
o Commit 
o Push / pull 
o Branch 
o Merge and handling conflicts 
o diff 

 
  

 
7 https://bit.ly/2uh1Zcv 
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Compare data formats (XML, JSON, and YAML) 
 
When using Application Programming Interfaces (or APIs) through software, it is super critical 
to receive and transmit data in forms that are standards-based and machine and human readable.  
 
Let’s go over a few reasons why it is so. 
 

• It allows use of off-the-shelf software tools to convert and accept them into native data 
structures (e.g. JSON value/pairs to Python dictionaries) 

• It makes it easier to write code that communicates with messages in format that another 
remote endpoint can easily consume 

• It is easier to read and manipulate received messages 
• It makes it easier to detect malformed messages 

 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) and JavaScript Object Notation (or JSON, pronounced as 
Jay-sun) and YAML Ain't Markup Language (YAML) are the main data encoding formats used 
in remote APIs today. JSON is both a human-friendly and machine-readable format and sends 
data in name-value pairs.  
 
JSON and YAML can be converted to each other without much effort. JSON is best known for 
the curly brace syntax. It is popular because it is easier to read and natively maps to Python 
dictionary data structure. However, XML is bit of an outlier, it is less simple to parse and convert 
to JSON or YAML. It is an older format so there are plenty of mature APIs that still use it. 
 
Parsing JSON, YAML and XML is a common requirement of interacting with REST APIs.  

XML Example 
 
XML is the parent of HTML. It is generic method to wrapping textual data in symmetrical tags 
to indicate semantics. XML files typically carry an extension of .xml. 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<root> 

  <persons> 

    <element> 

      <gender>male</gender> 

      <name>Jeff Bezos</name> 
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    </element> 

    <element> 

      <gender>male</gender> 

      <name>Elon Musk</name> 

    </element> 

    <element> 

      <gender>female</gender> 

      <name>Jessica Alba</name> 

    </element> 

  </persons> 

</root> 

XML Prologue 

 
The first line in XML file is known as the XML prologue. It has a special format and bracketed 
by <? and ?>. It contains the tag name xml and attributes stating the version and a character 
encoding. Normally, you’d find the version to be “1.0” and the character encoding to be “UTF-
8” or 8-bit Unicode Transformation Format. 

XML Comments 
 
XML files can include comments, much like their HTML counterpart, they are enclosed in <! -- 
and --> tags. 

XML Body 

 
Everything after the prologue is considered to be the XML body. The individual elements are 
surrounded by symmetrical pairs of tags, the opening tag < and the closing tag > symbols. The 
closing tag includes a “/” preceding the closing tag. 
 
The main body of the document as a whole is always surrounded by an outermost tag pair, e.g. 
<root> and </root> in the example. 
 
The structure of an XML document is like a tree with branches (known as elements) containing 
further branches (known as sub-elements), e.g. <element></element> are elements whereas 
<gender></gender> are sub-elements. 
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XML Attributes 

 
XML allows you to embed attributes inside the tags to convey additional information. Version 
and the encoding types in the XML prologue are examples of attributes. Attribute values are 
carried inside double quotes and an element can have multiple attributes each with a unique 
name. 
 

XML Namespaces 

 
Some XML messages or documents incorporate a reference to a specific namespace to convey 
how they should be consumed. Namespaces are defined by standard bodies such as the IETF, 
e.g. xml:ns:netconf for NETCONF. 
 

JSON Example 

 
Now, let’s convert above XML into JSON. 

{ 

  "persons": [ 

    { 

      "name": "Jeff Bezos", 

      "gender": "male" 
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    }, 

    { 

      "name": "Elon Musk", 

      "gender": "male" 

    }, 

    { 

      "name": "Jessica Alba", 

      "gender": "female" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

JSON Data Types 

 
JSON data types include numbers, strings, and boolean (True or False). JSON filenames 
typically end in “.json”. 

JSON Objects 

 
Much like JavaScript, individual objects comprise of key/value pairs surrounded by braces e.g. 
{“key”:”value”}. 

JSON Maps and Lists 

 
Objects can also contain multiple key/value pairs, separated by commas, similar to Python 
dictionaries. JSON values can also contain lists of data objects. 
 
Unlike XML or YAML, JSON doesn’t support adding any kind of comments. JSON format also 
doesn’t give any significance to whitespaces, so you can ident your JSON data using tabs or 
spaces or nothing at all. 

YAML Example 
 
YAML format is like a superset of JSON but even easier to read. One of the most commonly 
known use of YAML is configuration files and particularly for writing declarative automation 
templates such as Ansible playbooks. YAML parsers can also parse JSON but not vice versa. 
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YAML File Structure 
 
YAML files open with “---” and end with “…”. You can also have multiple YAML documents 
within one file where each document is separated by “---“. YAML filenames typically end in 
“.yaml”. 
 

YAML Data Types 

 
YAML data types include numbers, strings, and Booleans. Strings don’t need to be quoted, 
quotes are only needed when strings contain characters that have meaning in YAML. 

YAML Indentation and File Structure 

 
YAML uses indentation to describe hierarchies. Items indented below a label are considered 
members of that labeled element. There are no specific requirements for indentation amount, you 
can use a space or a tab. However, the best practice is to use two spaces per indent level. 

YAML Maps and Lists 

 
YAML maps can contain multiple key/value pairs and ordered lists. Maps are expresses over 
multiple lines, beginning with a label key and a colon, followed by members. 
 

 
 
Lists are represented in a similar way, but members are preceded with a hyphen (dash) and a 
space. 

 
Maps and lists can also be written in flow syntax (much like Python). 
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YAML Comments 

 
Comments in YAML can be inserted anywhere inside the document with the exception of in a 
long string. All comments are preceded by the hash sign. 
 

 
 

Now, let’s convert our JSON document into YAML.  

 

Describe parsing of common data formats (XML, JSON, and YAML) to 
Python data structures 
 
As we discussed earlier, XML is a markup language much like HTML and consists of a set of rules for 
encoding documents that are human and machine-readable. XML was formally defined in W3C 
specifications. Using XML, you can define your tags or elements, their order, and how they are 
supposed to be processed or displayed on screen. XML encoded file can live on a server or take 
on a transient when being transmitted between two machines. 
  
One of the most distinguishing characteristics of XML is that it allows you to define your tags or 
elements, as opposed to HTML where tags are standardized. It is similar to HTML, but at the same time 
more flexible, i.e. it is both a language as well as a meta-language where you can define other languages 
using as it the basis, for example, RSS or XSLT. 

XML Parsing in Python 

 
Parsing means analyzing a message and breaking it into its components. When messages are 
transmitted over the wire, they are communicated as a stream of characters. Upon arrival, they 
need to be parsed into a semantically appropriate data structure where each component is 
recognized as an integer, float, string, and so on.  
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Compiling source code is also a type of parsing. Serialization, on the other hand, is about 
converting a data structure into a format that can be transmitted. When you use a REST API 
which reads data from Python dictionaries and output them as equivalent JSON/YAML/XML in 
string form to the remote resource – when you are serializing, you are actually encoding. 
Deserialization is a particular type of parsing (or decoding); it takes serialized data and recreates 
the original data structure from it. 
 
Python allows you to parse, modify and build XML documents. Your XML document can be 
stored in a file or the form of a string. There are two well-known methods to parse XML with 
Python, i.e. you can use the ElementTree (ET) APIs or the Minidom module to load and parse 
XML. 
  
The XML data format is hierarchical and the most fitting way to represent that data is with a tree. 
ET has two classes to help break that hierarchy down into two levels, i.e. ElementTree which 
represents the whole XML document as a tree and Element which represents a single node in that 
tree. 
 
Interaction with the entire document, such as reading and writing files, is commonly done using 
the ElementTree, whereas interactions with a single XML element (or child) or sub-elements (or 
sub-child) are carried out using the Element level. 

Using the ElementTree APIs to parse XML 

 
XML Document 

<persons> 

  <element> 

    <gender>male</gender> 

    <name>Jeff Bezos</name> 

  </element> 

  <element> 

    <gender>male</gender> 

    <name>Elon Musk</name> 

  </element> 

  <element> 

    <gender>female</gender> 
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    <name>Jessica Alba</name> 

  </element> 

</persons> 

Python Code 
 

 
 
Code Output 
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Using Minidom Module to parse XML 

 
You can also use Minimal Document Object Model (or Mini DOM) module to parse XML 
documents, however, for security reasons, it is preferred to use the ElementTree module instead. 
 
Using Minidom, you can achieve parsing in three simple steps. 
 

• Import xml.dom.minidom module 
• Utilize the function parse (i.e. minidom.parse) to parse the document (minidom.parse 

(“persons.xml”) 
• Get the XML Elements using doc.getElementsByTagName("element") 

 
Python Code 
 

 
 
Code Output 
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JSON Parsing in Python 

 
JavaScript Object Notation (or JSON) is language-agnostic is documented as its data encoding 
standard. It supports primitive types such as strings and numbers along with nested lists and 
objects. 
 
Python includes a native JSON package that you can use to both encode and decode data. You 
can use “import json” to import the entire package and parse JSON data into a python dictionary 
or list. You can parse the JSON file using the json.load() into python dictionary data structure 
which is organized in key-value pairs. You can also read and write JSON strings using 
json.loads() and json.dumps methods respectively. 
 
JSON Document 
 

[ 

  { 

    "gender": "male", 

    "name": "Jeff Bezos" 

  }, 

  { 

    "gender": "male", 

    "name": "Elon Musk" 

  }, 

  { 

    "gender": "female", 

    "name": "Jessica Alba" 

  } 

] 
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Python Code 
 

 
 
Code Output 
 

 
 

YAML Parsing in Python 

 
YAML Ain’t Markup Language (or YAML) is the most human-friendly data encoding or 
serialization standard out there. Much like JSON, it is also a language-agnostic data encoding 
method. You can use the PyYAML library to read and write YAML data. 
 
You can import pyYAML library using “import yaml” and then load YAML file into python 
dictionary object or data structure using yaml.safe_load() method. You can use yaml.dump() 
method to write YAML.  
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YAML Document 
 

 
 
Python Code 
 

 
 
Code Output 
 

 

Further Reading 

Python syntax, I/O, conditionals, and functions8 

 
8 https://bit.ly/339zydy 
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Python data structures and loops9 
Parsing JSON using Python10 
XML Basics11 

 
Describe the concepts of test-driven development 
 
The primary goal behind testing is to make sure that the software works the way it’s supposed to 
work. Software testing can be divided into two categories. 
 

• Functional testing 
• Non-functional testing 

 
Functional testing is about determining whether software works correctly, i.e. it behaves as 
intended in the logical sense. It encompasses the lowest level of detail examined with unit testing 
to the higher levels of complexity commonly explored in integration testing. 
 
Non-functional testing examines aspects of usability, security, fault tolerance, compliance and 
many more issues. It is critical to understand that non-functional testing doesn’t have to wait 
until most of the software is ready or finalized.  
 
There are two most common types of software development methodologies, i.e. Behavior-Driven 
and Test-Driven Developments, commonly known as BDD and TDD respectively. 
  
BDD is a set of software practices that target to reduce resource waste in activities such as 
rework due to requirements not being clear, hesitance to refactor code or slower feedback cycles 
primarily due to organization silos and multiple hand-offs. BDD is about testing the behavior or 
outcome as opposed to the implementation. 
  
Now, you may have heard about various testing techniques such as unit or integration or 
acceptance testing. As the name suggests, unit testing is about testing a “unit” of code, where the 
unit refers to a function in an object or a module. By narrowing down the scope of testing such as 
a single function, unit testing is simple to write and perform. There may be multiple unit tests, 
but they are isolated from each other.  
  

 
9 https://bit.ly/2TGYN3H 

10 https://bit.ly/3cTRMUU 

11 https://bit.ly/2wTrJwg 


